The quick and simple solution for upgrading any standard tub/shower installation into a “shower experience,” introducing the GROHE Retro-Fit Shower System. With the GROHE Retro-Fit, hotel guests will enjoy both a high performance GROHE DreamSpray shower head and the convenience of a height-adjustable GROHE hand shower.

Ideal for retrofit or renovation, the GROHE Retro-Fit Shower System installs easily and quickly. Simply replace an existing shower arm, no need to alter any in-wall plumbing. And, once installed, it’s easy to use; a quarter turn of the diverter lever (located at the bottom of the shower bar) switches water flow from shower head to hand shower.

Available in 2.5 gpm and 2.0 gpm models to meet all water conservation codes, the GROHE Retro-Fit Shower System is available with GROHE’s high performance Euphoria rain spray shower head and hand shower, or can be paired separately with any standard GROHE shower head and hand shower. A renovation upgrade without the renovation price tag.

Description and Features
- Wall mounted - can replace existing shower head/arm
- Horizontal 17 11/16” swivel shower arm
- Built-in diverter allows change between shower head and hand shower
- Model 27 867 (2.5 gpm) Includes: Euphoria Shower Head (28 233) with rain spray, Euphoria hand shower (27 493) with normal spray
- Model 27 868 (2.5 gpm), Model 27 920 (2.0 gpm): shower head and hand shower sold separately
- Adjustable bar height with gliding element
- Metal shower hose 59” (28417)
- GROHE DreamSpray® technology
- GROHE CoolTouch® technology
- SpeedClean® anti-lime system
- Optional 6” height extension (27 921) sold separately